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TIPS FOR WRITING

IN A SCHOOL
MAGAZINE

Choose a topic you’re
comfortable with

1 You’ll most likely produce
high quality magazine arti-
cles, if you choose topics

that are included in your areas of
expertise and areas of interest.
List down all the things that you
feel you’re very good at. Then,
choose those ones that you can
easily write for your magazine.

Choose interesting angles

2 You have better chances of
getting your articles pub-
lished, if they’re very inter-

esting. Study your chosen topic
carefully and figure out the angles
that were not yet discussed
before, and those that will grab
your target audience

Research

3 Even if you think that you
know your chosen topic
inside out, it wouldn’t hurt

if you conduct a research. This will
surely allow you to get more use-
ful and fresh information that can
make your articles more informa-
tive and more valuable to the eyes
of your target audience. Read rel-
evant resources, and if needed,
interview experts.

Create an outline

4 Next step is to create a
structure that you can fol-
low when writing your arti-

cles. This must contain the ideas
that you’re going to discuss on
your introduction, article body,
and conclusion. Decide if you’re
going to add images, testimonials,
and graphics.

Write your articles

5 Unlike when writing news
articles, you’re not required
to follow a specific struc-

ture or format, while writing for
magazine articles. You can be as
creative as you want to be.

Check out the style sheet 

6 Every magazine has its own
list of instructions about the
subjects, approach, and tone

that you need to use. Follow them
SOURCE: FREELANCE WRITING. 

CLICK HERE: WWW.TOISTUDENT.COM

The biggest-ever 
3-D MAP OF THE
UNIVERSE

UNVEILED

Four million galaxies and quasars, more than two decades of collaboration,
five years of continuous observations, hundreds of scientists from 30
institutions. And voila! We have the largest-ever 3-D map of the Universe!
The map provides an accurate look at the scale and expansion of the
Universe, from after the Big Bang onwards... 

1
The map relied on the latest
observations of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS), with data col-
lected from an optical telescope

in New Mexico over six years

2
The map also revealed that the
Universe’s expansion began to
accelerate at some point, and
has since continuing 

3
The researchers said that this
seems to be due to the pres-
ence of dark energy, an invisi-
ble element that fits into

Albert Einstein's general theory of rela-
tivity, but whose origin is not yet
understood

WHAT IS A GALAXY?
A galaxy is a huge collection of gas,
dust and billions of stars and their solar
systems, all held together by gravity. A
study in 2016 estimated that the
observable Universe contains two tril-
lion galaxies

TYPES OF GALAXIES
Some galaxies are spiral-shaped.
They have curved arms that make it
look like a pinwheel. Other galaxies
are smooth and oval-shaped. They’re
called elliptical galaxies. There are

also galaxies that aren’t spi-

rals or ovals. They
have irregular shapes
and look like blobs. The
light that we see from each of these
galaxies come from the stars inside it

ORIGIN OF THE GALAXIES
Astronomers believe that nearly all
the galaxies—with possible excep-
tions—are embedded in huge halos of
dark matter 

WHAT ARE QUASARS
Quasars are super-bright galaxies lit up
by material falling onto a central super-
massive black hole
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1)The word "galaxy" comes
from the Greek word for milk.
a) True b) False

2)Our galaxy is a
_____ galaxy
a) Irregular 
b) Spiral c) Twirl

3)The galaxy where few new
stars are formed because of
lack of free gas is......
a) An irregular galaxy
b) A spiral galaxy
c) An elliptical galaxy

ANSWERS: 1) B 2) B 3) C

WHAT IS GENERAL RELATIVITY?
Coined by Albert Einstein, it’s essentially a theory of gravity.
According to it, gravity is a curving or warping of space. The
more massive an object, the more it warps the space around it.
For example, the sun is massive enough to warp space across
our solar system — a bit like the way, a heavy ball resting on a
rubber sheet warps the sheet. As a result, the Earth and the
other planets move in curved paths (orbits) around it
(SOURCE: NASA, NGC)

C
limate change is
starving polar bears
into extinction, ac-
cording to a re-

search that predicts that the
apex carnivores could all but
disappear within the span of
a human lifetime. In some re-
gions, they are already
caught in a vicious down-
ward spiral, with shrinking
sea ice cutting short the time
the bears have for hunting
seals, scientists have report-
ed. Their dwindling body
weight undermines their
chances of surviving Arctic
winters without  food, they
added.

On the current trends,
the study concluded that the
polar bears, in 12 of 13 sub-
populations analysed, will be
decimated within 80 years by
the galloping pace of change
in the Arctic, which is warm-
ing twice as fast as the plan-
et as a whole.

Class X and XII students can now avail post-result tele-counselling fa-
cility till July 27, the CBSE has said. The CBSE Board has opened the
window of helpline numbers for results-related issues, common psy-

chological and general queries of students and parents. The Board has also
put up frequently-asked questions about results and compartment related
queries on the website, which can be beneficial for the students.

HELPLINE NUMBER:
1800118004 FEE:

`500
PER 

SUBJECT
FOR VERIFICATION OF MARKS:

Apply online from July 20-24, till 5pm

 Only one application per candidate for
each step will be accepted in the online
process

 Any incomplete or offline
applications will be rejected
without any correspondence
with the candidate

The prestigious
Ballon d'Or
will not be

awarded this year
because the coro-
navirus pan-
demic has dis-
rupted the foot-
ball season. "It's
such a strange
year that  we could-
n't treat it as an or-
dinary one. Let's say
that  we started talking about

(making the deci-
sion) at least two

months ago,"
France Foot-
ball editor Pas-
cal Ferré
said. Because
the game's
rules have

been modified
during the pan-

demic, the award
itself was impacted,

he added.

EDUCATION

CBSE tele-counselling window
open for students till July 27

 By 2100, new births will be severely com-
promised or impossible everywhere, except
perhaps in the Queen Elizabeth Island sub-
population in Canada's Arctic Archipelago,
scientists have warned 

 That scenario foresees Earth's average
surface temperature rising 3.3 degrees
Celsius above the pre-industrial benchmark,
they added

 One degree of warming so far has trig-
gered a crescendo of heatwaves, droughts
and superstorms

 But even if humanity were able to cap
global warming at 2.4C -- about half-a-
degree above the Paris Agreement targets,
but hugely ambitious all the same -- it
would probably only delay the polar bears'
collapse

 Half of the Earth's land-based megafauna
are classified as threatened with extinction,
but only polar bears are endangered prima-
rily by climate change, researchers claimed

Climate change indicates polar
bear wipeout by 2100
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Don't let social media play with
your mind: Shilpa Shetty

Actress Shilpa Shetty has
shared tips on how to deal
with social media and posts that might affect us.

Sharing her post on Instagram, the actress said, “there's
so much on social media that is shared purely as a façade
to cover the lives we lead. The hardships, the struggles,
the low days, the heartbreaks, the insecurities, and much
more, are easily concealed behind a mask of filters... one
that we've been wearing since time immemorial.” Main-
taining positivity, while on social media, is necessary for
our mental health, she added.

 Always remember, nobody's life
is perfect. Most are dealing
with their own issues… So,
don't let social media trick
you into believing  what you
see, and don't allow it to
play with your mind and
emotions

 Life isn't a bed of
roses for any of us, but
we're all in this togeth-
er. Let's try and make
this medium a positive
one with constructive
criticism and care, to
make us a healthier
community, less nega-
tive and more positive
'grams' on this 'gram'

 Stay strong, my
instafam, let's make
a happy and healthy
community, and
reassure ourselves
that..... This too
shall pass 

THE TIPS

Lionel Messi fin-
ished as the top
scorer in La

Liga for a record sev-
enth time as dethroned
champions Barcelona
ended their disappoint-
ing campaign on a high
with a resounding 5-0
win at Alaves recently.
Barca finished the sea-
son with the second po-
sition in the standings
on 82 points, five points
behind the newly-
crowned champions,
Real Madrid 

Hussain Zaidi pens new
novel 'The Endgame'

Crime writer S Hussain Zaidi has
come out  with a new novel, which
talks of politics, betrayal and

unimaginable terror. 'The ‘Endgame’ gives
the readers a close-up of complex political
machinery at work, including state secu-
rity, defence services and intelligence agen-
cies . The novel explores the challenges that
the security of a country faces from with-
in and without at the same time.

CELEB TALK

It takes the mentor-protege team of Shahwaz Ali Mirza
and Vikrant Singh onwards from their earlier mission, and
places them in a situation, where the stakes are even
higher than before. Apart from a threat looming over the
nation, they must also contend with the enemies from
within, as well as a conflict between themselves. "It is,
essentially, a story of the human beings behind the uni-
forms, with all their strengths and flaws, showing how
they are required to make sacrifices at a personal level,
because the job demands it," says the former journalist,
whose several books have been adapted into films

BOOK

For  the  record
Messi has top-scored
in: 2019-20, 2018-19,
2017-18, 2016-17,
2012-13, 2011-12, and
2009-10. That’s seven
times in 12 seasons!
He has scored 444
goals in the league,
since his debut as a 16-year-old in the
2003-04 season. Cristiano Ronaldo,
now with Juventus, with 311 goals,
ranks second

IN THE NEWS

MESSI TOPS SEASON FOR THE RECORD
SEVENTH TIME

Ballon d'Or will not be awarded this
year due to Covid-19 pandemic

ICC announces postponement
of 2020 T20 World Cup

Having dilly-dallied over the last cou-
ple of months, the International Crick-
et Council (ICC) has finally announced

that the 2020 edition of the T20 World Cup to
be held in Australia, has been postponed due
to the coronavirus pandemic. 

Awarded by the France Football magazine, the Ballon
d'Or has been given out every year, since Stanley
Matthews won the first one in 1956. Lionel Messi has
won it a record six times — one more than longtime
rival, Cristiano Ronaldo

The windows for the Men's
events are: ICC Men's T20
World Cup 2021 will now be
held in October– November
2021, with the final on
November 14, 2021. ICC Men's
T20 World Cup 2022 will be held in October –
November 2022, with the final on November 13,
2022. ICC Men's Cricket World Cup 2023 will be
held in India in October – November 2023, with
the final on November26, 2023 (Agencies)

SPORTS Neil Gaiman shares update on his
'The Sandman' series at Netflix

Author Neil Gaiman
has said that the pro-
duction on the much-

awaited Netflix series on his
critically-acclaimed novel,
‘The Sandman’ will start in
2021. Netflix has struck a huge
financial deal with Warner
Bros Television to adapt the
bestseller into a live-action TV series. In an interview
with Digital Spy, Gaiman said the series was sched-
uled to start production in May this year, but got pushed
due to the coronavirus pandemic.

'The Sandman' follows a tale of horror, dark
fantasy, and mythology—Morpheus, the Lord of
Dreams and the Endless, the powerful group of
siblings that include destiny, death, destruc-
tion, despair, desire and delirium (as well as
dream). Gaiman said the Netflix series would be
set in 2021

ENTERTAINMENT

https://toistudent.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home.aspx
https://toistudent.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home.aspx


02 “Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”
GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET SCHOOL IS COOL

The excitement
of the children
of classes VI to

VII was palpable on
screen as they geared
up to celebrate the In-
ternational Day of
Yoga 2020 in their on-
line classes. Though
it was a virtual cele-
bration, it was nev-
ertheless exciting be-
cause of its novelty.
Never before have
students celebrated a
school event from
their homes! 

Since the theme
for the year is 'Yoga
from Home and Yoga
with Family', Parents
joined the session
with the same enthu-
siasm and joy. The in-
numerable benefits of
practicing yoga was explained
to all the participants and par-
ents.

Students displayed their
creative side by selecting 'In-

ternational Day of Yoga' as
their screen background. The
boundless peace of doing the
Asanas was amply visible on

the faces of the students.
Let us all join together to

mark this day by celebrating
from home not only today but
every day.

CLASS XII CBSE TOPPERS
 Self-belief is something that I had developed
during my preparation, which is what I
attribute to my success. My teachers' faith
in me gave me self-confidence. They
always provided me with targets which
helped me to maintain consistency in my
preparation. My parents had been a con-
stant source of motivation and helped me deal
with stress at all levels. I kept time to study every day which
helped me strengthening my weak topics and develop my abili-
ty to solve tough questions. 
Vibhuti Gupta, Nagarjuna Vidyaniketan, Yelahanka

 One thing I have believed in is to never copy a style of
study. Always take inspiration but never imitate. Do whatever

you feel comfortable doing. I've always only
studied whenever I felt like it and my par-
ents too have been supportive of this
habit. I've never laid emphasis on the
time spent studying but rather I would set

a target in terms of lessons to be compet-
ed on a particular day. I would like to thank

the Kensri family for the unparalleled support I got from
school. 
Devadarsan, Kensri School

 The key to success is hard work. It is important to com-
plete portions as they are done in class and to
revise your lessons regularly. Our teachers'
notes helped me learn key points. I prac-
ticed writing so as to get better in pre-
senting answers and managing time. I
studied for every little class test, be it a
10 mark test or a 50. My goal was to beat
my previous score. Solving as many question
papers and questions in the NCERT text book is helpful. One
mark questions can be tricky and thorough reading helps. My
teachers always encouraged and motivated me and the confi-

dence they entrusted in me made me determined to outdo
myself. Participating in co-curricular activities helped me
relieve stress. Stay cool and enjoy the process. Manage time
and aim to outdo yourself, because you are your biggest com-
petitor.
P Nakshtra, BGS NPS, 

 'Don't procrastinate' is hands down the best study tip I've
got. Everybody studies when exams are near, but only a few
students make a conscious effort to study sin-
cerely on a regular basis. Study habits
make all the difference. Studying with
attention even for one hour a day helps
in locating weak areas and brings focus
towards improvement. In addition to this,
going for a walk/run every day helps clear
your head and improves concentration as well. All in all, dedi-
cation towards your goal and supportive parents, teachers and
peers is the key to acing your boards!
R Smriti, PSBBLLA, 

CLASS X CBSE TOPPERS
 I am elated to be the school topper. More importantly, I am
very happy that my performance matched the
belief that my teachers had in my capabili-
ties. I thank my teachers and school for
being a constant source of guidance and
support. My parents let me plan my stud-
ies and did not put any pressure on me. I
believe that it is my tenacity and hardwork
along with the blessings of my family and teach-

ers which made me the topper. I have always paid attention in
class and studied on a regular basis, right from the beginning
of the academic year. I love maths and I want to be a mathe-
matician.
Tejas Verma, Navkis Educational Centre

 Reading NCERT books is key to cracking the board exam.
The notes and worksheets given by my teachers
were helpful. Reference books help in
understanding types of questions and how
to answer them. Consistency in studying
and understanding concepts is important.
Practicing regularly will ease things out. I
thank principal Varsha Jaideep, teachers,
and parents for supporting me.
Tejashwini S, Royale Concorde 
International School, MS Palya

 Possunt, quia posse videntur. They can because they think
they can. There have been times when I wavered.

But with the resolute support of my family,
friends and teachers, I was able to score
well in my board examinations. I am
learning Carnatic music and Konnakkol,
and giving concerts. My advice to future

aspirants is to inculcate true interest and
love for your subjects. Your ultimate motive

must be to learn, not to get marks.
Sreya Bheemesh, Kensri School & College 

Congratulations toppers
CBSE SCHOOLS, MYSORE

Kendriya Vidyalaya, Mysore Adirija Chakravorthy
Mount Litera Zee School (CBSE) Hardik Patel
Podar International School (CBSE) Aliyah Firdose
CBSE class X , Bengaluru 
KV Meg & Centre - Science Ishttartha Pujar
KV Meg & Centre - Commerce Hema Malini
KV Meg & Centre - Humanities Shivam

ICSE class X
Greenfield Public School, 
Jakkur Bangalore Vidhi Nair
Excel Public School (ICSE), Mysore Manas Kudlapur 

Rakesh
The Cathedral High School - 
Commerce Rumsha Fatima
The Cathedral High School - 
Science Tharkeshwaran M

The school investiture
ceremony is usually
the first major event

on the calendar of DPS
Whitefield. This year due to
the pandemic and subse-
quent lockdown period, we
decided to conduct the
school elections as well as
the investiture ceremony
through the online medium.
Accordingly, plans were
drawn up, students were
nominated and elected to
the various posts and a vir-
tual ceremony was record-
ed. The students were very

excited to be a part of an on-
line election process and
participated with great en-
thusiasm. The candidates
for the posts of captains and
vice-captains of the four
Houses, campaigned online
by sharing their election
manifesto through the
school online portal, Entrar.
Voting was also conducted
online.

Dipika T N of the com-
puter department collated
and combined the video.
The outcome was spectacu-
lar!  The link was shared
with the parents so that they

could enjoy the ceremony
from the comfort and safe-
ty of their homes.

The emcee, Aarya
Bharathan of class XI, took
the virtual audience
through the programme.
The school choir, under the
guidance of music teachers
Anthony and Deboshree
Mondal, sang a medley of
inspirational songs as a
tribute to the migrant
labourers who have lost
their homes, livelihoods and
their lives during the pan-
demic.

Principal Kamava
Bopana, in her speech, em-

phasised the traits of good
leaders and how they must
work towards the greater
good of the students and the
society. She then adminis-
tered the oath to the new of-
fice bearers. Head Boy Anu-
raag Soni and Head Girl
Sanghavi Rout, spoke on
true leadership, the values
that students need to imbibe
to handle tough situations
and how to get the most out
of online classes.

The vote of thanks was
delivered by Adya Tiwari of
class X.

The session ended with
the National Anthem.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY

School leaders adorned
with badges
"A good objective of leader-
ship is to help those who are
doing poorly to do well and
to help those who are doing
well, to do even better".

The school held a
unique investiture
ceremony on July 10,

2020. This is not just a step
to motivate new leaders; it

is a step to create new lead-
ers when the whole world is
taking a step backwards dur-
ing this pandemic.

The virtual investiture
ceremony began with a wor-
ship song, followed by the
school anthem. The event
also had a welcome dance,
invocation song and instru-
mental music by students,
who welcomed their new
leaders.

The principal motivated
the young leaders to do their
best and perform.

The students were

adorned with their new lead-
ership badges by their par-
ents. The elected Senate
leaders and their parents
acknowledged and appreci-
ated the efforts of the school.

Yet again! ESCH has
made a mark by creating
challenging leaders because
the true test of leadership is
how well you function in a
crisis.

EUROSCHOOL
CHIMNEY HILLS 

DPS
WHITEFIELD

In this unprecedented
time of the global health
crisis, where every as-

pect of our daily lives has
been severely impacted,
reaching out to the stake-
holders in the pursuit of ed-
ucation becomes imperative
to understand the changing
dynamics.

To tide over the chal-
lenges at this time, the
school held online Orienta-
tion Days for parents of stu-
dents of all classes to gain
an insight into the pedagogy
and methodology followed
by the school. The sessions,
spanning over a period of
time in May and June, also
helped parents acclimatize
to the changed way in which

knowledge is being impart-
ed through the virtual world.

It was an affirmation of
reassurance that the school
would continue providing

quality education that make
an impact on the learners.
Where the challenges loom
ahead, the continued part-
nership of the school and
parents ensures that this pe-
riod shall also pass with
fruition of endeavours from
both sides.

Parents get insight into
pedagogy, methodology

NATIONAL
PUBLIC SCHOOL,
YESHWANTHPUR 

Nikitaa Kalro, principal -
academics

Sheeja Manoj, principal -
administration

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

Asanas bring boundless
peace to participants

NPS WHITEFIELD 

wishes you a 

July 23
Anuradha
Ramesh
Principal

NPS Agara

July 23
J Bhuvaneswari 

Director/Principal 
Presidency School
South, Bilekahalli

July 22
Veena Shashidhara

Principal
Auden School 

HORSE POWER: Yuktha S, class X, DPS East,
Bengaluru

GREEN DRAGON: Ananya Sathish, class VIII,
DPS East, Bengaluru 

CHIRPY PAIR: Anahita Jain, class VII, DPSE
Bengaluru

MANE fame: Himani Prabhu, class VI, DPS East,
Bengaluru

Times NIE congratulates all the students who have cleared the
class X and XII exams successfully. A special word of appreciation
goes out to the school toppers for their achievement. 
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